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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
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v. 
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JAMES MC MICHAEL BARKER;  
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 Case No. 2:19-cv-00437-PMW 

 

PRO SE DEFENDANT AMIT 
DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF  

MOTION TO UNSEAL DOCKET AND TO  

PIERCE THE CORPORATE VEIL 

 
District Judge Clark Waddoups 
 
Magistrate Judge Dustin B. Pead 
 

 

 I, Sagy Amit, declare: 

I am a defendant in this action.  I also am a Founder of defendant RED LPR, LLC 

(“RED”).  I respectfully submit this declaration in support of this two-part Motion: 

1- A [second] motion to unseal the full docket [See ECF 151 – Motion to Unseal] 

2- A motion to pierce plaintiff (Now OMNIQ – See ECF 151 footnote 1) corporate veil 

For the reasons stated herein defendants believe that plaintiff corporate veil promotes both 

intrinsic and extrinsic fraud on the market and on the courts, and it is in the best interest of this 

Court, the San Diego supreme Court and the Public to be pierced and unveiled. I declare under a 

penalty of perjury that this declaration is true and correct and if required to do so I could 

competently testify to it under oath. 
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Prologue 

“The capitalist and consumerist ethics are two sides of the same coin, a merger of two 

commandments. The supreme commandment of the rich is ‘Invest!’ The supreme commandment 

of the rest of us is ‘Buy!’ The capitalist–consumerist ethic is revolutionary in another respect. 

Most previous ethical systems presented people with a pretty tough deal. They were promised 

paradise, but only if they cultivated compassion and tolerance, overcame craving and anger, and 

restrained their selfish interests. This was too tough for most. The history of ethics is a sad tale of 

wonderful ideals that nobody can live up to. Most Christians did not imitate Christ, most 

Buddhists failed to follow Buddha, and most Confucians would have caused Confucius a temper 

tantrum. In contrast, most people today successfully live up to the capitalist–consumerist ideal. 

The new ethic promises paradise on condition that the rich remain greedy and spend their time 

making more money and that the masses give free reign to their cravings and passions and buy 

more and more. This is the first religion in history whose followers actually do what they are 

asked to do. How though do we know that we'll really get paradise in return? We've seen it on 

television.” (Yuval Noah Harari, Sapiens 2015)  

In one of the most miserable court verdicts in our country’s history, a decision that paved the 

way to the new “religion” defined in the above quote, the court wrote: “Corporations are as 

much entitled to the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth 

Amendment as are natural persons.” Liggett Co. v. Lee, 288 U.S. 517, 536 (1933)  

As defendants Amit and Barker learned over the past 4 years though, corporations don’t feel 

pain, nor do they feel a host of other human emotions such as stress, fear or remorse. More 

importantly, the individuals who hide behind the veil of such corporation don’t go through the 
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emotional rollercoaster that is involved with an ongoing litigation and are free to conduct their 

daily lives uninterrupted while destroying the lives of others. Corporation personhood, allows 

corporations to pollute the planet, layoff thousands of employees as they see fit, and many other 

of todays acceptable ills of society, while the actual people behind that veil feel nothing as the 

saying goes – Its not personal, its just business… 

In his prophetic dissent Justice Brandeis wrote: “The prevalence of the corporation in America 

has led men of this generation to act, at times, as if the privilege of doing business in corporate 

form were inherent in the citizen; and has led them to accept the evils attendant upon the free and 

unrestricted use of the corporate mechanism as if these evils were the inescapable price of 

civilized life and, hence, to be borne with resignation. Throughout the greater part of our history 

a different view prevailed. Although the value of this instrumentality in commerce and industry 

was fully recognized, incorporation for business was commonly denied long after it had been 

freely granted for religious, educational, and charitable purposes. It was denied because of fear. 

Fear of encroachment upon the liberties and opportunities of the individual. Fear of the 

subjection of labor to capital. Fear of monopoly. Fear that the absorption of capital by 

corporations, and their perpetual life, might bring evils similar to those which attended 

mortmain. There was a sense of some insidious menace inherent in large aggregations of 

capital, particularly when held by corporations. Liggett Co. v. Lee, 288 U.S. 517, 548-49 

(1933) (Emphasis Added).  

I write this motion as a friendly critique to this country that I love. The country that I immigrated 

to in 1996 seeking better life and opportunity. A country that touts itself as the Land of the Free 

and Home of the Brave. 
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Finally, this motion shall honor my Father, Ezekiel Amit, who always reminded me that 

“Friends accept you the way you are, family reminds you of the person you want to be!”. It 

is filed with the same passion my parents instilled in me for the relentless seeking of truth and 

justice for all. Today, I remind this court and the justice system as a whole (which was created 

by the people and for the people) that the defendants in this action Are the People of The 

United States to which the preamble of the constitution refers “In order to form a more perfect 

union, establish justice…” 

The Alert letter Mr. Reinitz sent to our customers and friends was indeed sent on the 10th 

anniversary of my Father’s passing, October 18th, 2019, and why this motion and declaration is 

filed exactly three years later on the 13th anniversary of his passing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“And you, son of man, do not be afraid of them or their words. Do not be afraid, though 
briers and thorns are all around you and you live among scorpions. Do not be afraid of what they 
say or be terrified by them, though they are a corrupt people.  

Ezekiel 2:6 
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I received the news of my father’s passing while I was in Vietnam with my wife at the 

time [See our Travel Blog Here]. I also worked with John Whiteman at the time. The same 

Whiteman who hired Barker and me to HTS and later resigned. Out of all the hurts of the past 4 

years, the duplicity of the person whom we considered our friend, was the most painful to 

endure… 
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Introduction 

On the 3-year anniversary of this sham litigation (June 24th 2022) this court issued an order 

vacating the June 28th 2022 hearing (Symbolically, June 28th was Defendant Barker 40th 

birthday).  

While defendants sighed in relief since the last court hearing (April 20,21 2022) had a price tag 

of $25K from our lawyer, RED LPR can’t currently afford, they also expected a swift end to this 

case. Nevertheless, it is now the 3 years anniversary of the “Alert Letter” that has changed our 

life, and still no end in sight. Nevertheless, as things tend to prophetically evolve in this case, this 

delay may have been a blessing in disguise. Two critical events ensued during the past 4 months: 

1- The collapse of Celsius Network accentuate the relationship between the individuals who 

own plaintiff’s entities and the cryptocurrency fraud mentioned in my Rule 11 Motion to 

which Mr. Reinitz refer as “Conspiracy Theory” – No longer so! The public attention this 

event is receiving will also bring to the light of day this litigation as the Fraud Scheme 

involved here shares a number of the same people and the same methods. 

2- A motion to compel arbitration filed in the case of Barker v. OMNIQ in San Diego 

further validates the scheme to defraud the courts, specifically obvious in Lustgarten 

declaration attempting to altogether rewrite the history of their Ponzi Scheme. 
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In “Reflections on Judging” Judge Richard Posner who is considered the most cited Judge in 

U.S. history describes “Complexity” as one of the biggest obstacles to the Court decision making 

process. Judge Posner cites both external and internal complexities. In external complexities he 

identifies the advance of technology and business complexity as most mystifying to adjudicate. 

In the attached motion I argue using empirical facts and the abundance of evidence already in our 

docket that Judge Posner and this court may be unaware of another set of complexities which 

may be defined as “Intentional Complexity”.  

An investigative story that aired on Israeli TV in November of 2021 uncovered a Crypto-Crime-

Ring (The newest form of White-Collar Crime) that creates multiple “Shell Companies” to avoid 

liabilities and illegally funnel money from investors in the U.S. to individuals in Israel and 

laundering accounts in Cyprus. Two (2) of the individuals mentioned in that TV report are 

currently serving on the board of directors at OMNIQ/Quest/HTS/Teamtronics (clearly 

illustrating the challenge with plaintiff actual name). “Yaron Shalem” and “Guy Elhanani” are 

two out of 5 board members of plaintiff. Both were arrested in November 2021 for fraud and 

money laundering related to the largest investigation of Crypto Fraud in the history of the state of 

Israel.  

I accurately mentioned that suspicion in my Rule 11 Motion, and during Lustgarten and 

Whiteman depositions. I submit as evidence the Video recording of all my depositions because 

plaintiff once again tempered with the evidence and recreated their website, completely 

removing any mention of their directors involved in the investigation. It is said that a picture is 

worth a thousand words. Well then, a video is worth a million words as illustrated by the 

Lustgarten deposition video. I will highlight the key moments in this declaration below. 
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Israeli TV Ch-13 Identifying “Yaron Shalem” at the bottom right 

Same report identifying “Intentional Complexity” of Shell Corporations 

The Intentional Complexity by Plaintiff is evident in the evolution of names and the fact that 

they are used to evade liability. The recent motion to compel arbitration in San Diego would 

read as a parody if it was not such a blatant case of perjury. It attempts to erase almost two 

years of “Teamtronics” and “Quest Solution” and ignores the empirical facts and evidence 
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already abundant in our docket and in Lustgarten deposition. The recent Ex-Parte motion-to-

seal (OMNIQ v. Amit, San Diego), and the abundant attempts to seal in this Utah action are also 

clearly aimed at evading Public Participation which is the basis for my Anti-SLAPP motion in 

the recent attack on me personally in OMNIQ v. Amit 

From Whiteman Deposition showing Yaron Shalem on OMNIQ/Quest old website 
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Mr. Whiteman is clearly baffled by the Name Complexity – What is OMNIQ Image 

Processing? 
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From the deposition of Shai Lustgarten – Liar in Chief of:  

OMNIQ, Quest Solution, Quest Marketing, HTS USA, HTS Image Processing, OMNIQ Vision, 

OMNIQ Image Processing, OMNIQ Technology and Teamtronics 
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Lustgarten Deposition Identifying another entity that is used to evade legal disclosures on 

bids – Drum roll… Quest Marketing 
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From Hofman Deposition citing the use of the TEAMTRONICS Shell for contracts 
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From Lustgarten deposition – unable to answer a simple question without getting into the 
“Intentional Complexity” of their corporate structure 
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The face of a liar. When asked if he and Haim Nissenson induced Mr. Kemper to file the lawsuit 

of Kemper v. Micronet. The answer is “No” but the face and body language tell a different story 

altogether (See Exhibit 5, Lustgarten Deposition Video) 
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In Kemper v. Micronet, Kemper claims he was wrongfully terminated. In his deposition 

Lustgarten clearly states that Kemper was NOT fired! 
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When asked during his deposition about the financial difficulties in 2018, Lustgarten replies that 

he was aware of the issues with vendors and employees not getting paid, and customers not 

receiving their paid for products. When asked who was responsible for fixing the issues he 

replies, “The whole team”. Yet their SEC filings show that Lustgarten compensated himself 

almost a $1Million in salary and stocks in 2018. That does not include the money he laundered in 

Cyprus under the Shell entity he owns – Walefar Investments. 
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When he is asked during the deposition about the geographic location of Walefar Investments, 

Lustgarten claims he “Does not remember”. A few minutes later when I mention it is in Cyprus 

he shakes his head in agreement. The written transcript does NOT do justice to the exchanges 

that took place during Lustgarten deposition. His body language, his eyes, and his non-verbal 

cues (scratching his face) clearly demonstrate there are other people in the room and that he is 

lying consistently while Reinitz interrupts with objections. The transcript does not reflect the  

times Lustgarten pauses in anticipation of the objection, and my frustration with it. 
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Some final words, in closing to try to make a logical order of events in this Intentional Complex 

of entities and corporate veils: 

1- Lustgarten met Nissenson while he was Micronet’s CEO around 2016 (Lustgarten depo’) 

2- Together with Kemper they conspired to take over Micronet’s Utah office, employees 

and customers (Lustgarten Deposition) 

3- They Formed Teamtronics (An Anagram to Micronet) in 2016 as a Shell Company 

 

4- Lustgarten resigned from Micronet in September 2016 but was forced to stay for a year in 

accordance with his contract. 

5- In January 2018 they publicly announce the acquisition of HTS by Teamtronics 
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6- During 2018 they change all employees’ contracts in Israel to Teamtronics, effectively 

eliminating their liabilities to their workforce. (Hofman deposition, page 12) (Also see 

Hofman declaration below.) (ECF 174-32) 

 

7- They breach the 4 U.S. employee’s contracts by terminating Trinet, their medical 

coverage and 401K. They embezzle the contribution to pay the loan they took to buy 

HTS and declare in the Quest purchase agreement: HTS has no employment contracts 

 

8- The 4 HTS USA employees refuse to sign the new contract without a commitment on 

benefits and a new employment agreement. They continue to serve their customers 

without a contract. 

9- Teamtronics LTD is renamed HTS Image Processing to cover all their tracks.  

10- HTS Image Processing is acquired by Quest Solution a “Penny Stock” public company 
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11- Lustgarten and Nissenson launder the stock acquired in two Cyprus entities (Walefar and 

Campbeltown, See Lustgarten Deposition ECF 220-4, page 46-48)  

12- They induce Kemper to file a frivolous complaint (Case 2:19-cv-00428-EJF Document 2 

Filed 06/21/19) against Micronet in Utah as coverup (See Lustgarten deposition video. 

His facial expression when asked “Did you encourage Kemper to file that lawsuit?” and 

later “Did Nissenson encourage Kemper to file that lawsuit?”) 

13- Three (3) days later they file this action in Utah to eliminate the competition and retaliate 

against Amit and Barker. 

14- When RED LPR persists, they send the “Alert Letter” to RED’s customers (Oct 18th 

2019) 

15- They use Quest Marketing, another shell, to submit public bids and move money (My 

settlement payment in Amit v. HTS was received via “Quest Marketing”)(Also See 

Lustgarten Deposition page 34) 

16- In November 2019 they announce a reverse split of 20:1 and change name to OMNIQ 

17- They artificially maintain a stock price above $4.00 to prepare to up list OMNIQ to 

NASDAQ 

18- To eliminate RED LPR they now add Riverland to this frivolous action 

19- They use materially misleading press releases and non-existing patents to pump OMQS 

stock (See Lustgarten deposition, page 66 and relating video)  
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Their latest SEC filing shows an accumulated deficit of $76 million, their current Market Cap 

is $45 million. OMNIQ does not pay dividends and their EPS is -1.88. 

Haim Nissenson (Who is a majority shareholder) is milking the company with $30K in 

monthly consulting fees. Lustgarten compensated himself with $1.6 million in 2020, and $1.0 

million in 2021 while the company lost on average $12 million per year. 

In or about August this year I received a phone call from John Whiteman. During our call he 

stated, and I quote: “What’s the point of fighting them any longer? You know they will 

disappear and move to Israel if they lose! You will never see your money anyways…” 

During our latest meet and confer, Mr. Reinitz stated similarly that he does not understand 

Israelis and I must understand better why they are so hard-headed and refuse to end this with 

a settlement.  

It is worth noting that all the majority shareholder at OMNIQ, including Lustgarten, Neev 

“Niv” Nissenson, Haim “Carlos” Nissenson, and Yaron Shalem use fictitious addresses in 

Israel and Cyprus in their SEC addresses.  
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Neev a/k/a Niv Nissenson is still using his old PIV address in Nevada 
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It is also clear from their Social Media accounts that the shareholders of OMNIQ are a close-knit 

group of friends who have been strategically planning the past 5 years of transactions and 

executed it to the very details of naming the companies, funneling money to shell accounts in 

Cyprus, and milking the company for as long as they can by misleading the investors to believe it 

is an innovative, profitable NASDAQ entity. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States and the state that 

the foregoing is true and correct. This Declaration is executed this 17th day of October 2022, at 

my home in Chula Vista CA. 

/s/ Sagy Amit 
SAGY AMIT
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EXHIBIT 1 
Plaintiff latest motion to compel arbitration in Barker v. OMNIQ includes

Declaration by Lustgarten which is a clear perjury and rewriting of history

Mandelblatt knows full well that the TRINET service was terminated 

The motion also completely contradicts the Motion to compel in Amit v. 

HTS already in the Utah docket. This is Fraud on The Court! 
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AKERMAN LLP 

MISHELL PARRENO-TAYLOR (SBN 256850) 
mishell.taylor@akerman.com 
ZOE BEKAS (SBN 288118) 
zoe.bekas@akerman.com 
601 West Fifth Street, Suite 300 
Los Angeles, California 90071 
Telephone: (213) 688-9500 
Facsimile:  (213) 627-6342 
 
LAW OFFICES OF MARC MANDELBLATT  

MARC MANDELBLATT (SBN 85168) 
mm@marc-mandel.com 
600 West Broadway, 7th Floor  
San Diego, CA 92101  
Telephone: (619) 233-5659  
 
Attorneys for Defendants 
HTS (USA), INC., OMNIQ CORP., 

HTS IMAGE PROCESSING, and SHAI LUSTGARTEN  

 

 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

JEREMY JAMES MCMICHAEL BARKER, an 
individual, 
 
 Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
HTS (USA), INC., a Delaware corporation; 
OMNIQ CORP., a Delaware corporation; HTS 
IMAGE PROCESSING, INC., a Delaware 
corporation; SHAI LUSTGARTEN, an 
individual; GUY NISSENSEN, an individual; 
CARLOS NISSENSOHN, an individual; 
BENJAMIN KEMPER, an individual, and DOES 
1 - 100, inclusive. 
 
 Defendants. 
 
 
 
 

Case No. 37-2020-00038188-CU-OE-CTL 
 
(Assigned to Hon. Ronald C. Frazier,             
Dept. C-65 ) 
 
DECLARATION OF SHAI LUSTGARTEN 

IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ 

MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION 

AND STAY ACTION 

 
 
Date:  March 17, 203 
Time:  8:30 a.m. 
Place: C65 

 

 
Complaint filed:  October 21, 2020 

Trial Date:           February 17, 2023 
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DECLARATION OF SHAI LUSTGARTEN 

I, Shai Lustgarten, declare as follows: 

1. I am the Chief Executive Officer of Defendants OmniQ Corp. (“OmniQ”), HTS 

(USA), Inc. (“HTS”), and HTS IMAGE PROCESSING, INC. (“HTS IP”). 

2. In about January 2018, HTS IP acquired HTS in an asset purchase agreement (the 

“Acquisition”).  

3. Plaintiff Jeremy James McMichael Barker (“Plaintiff”) had been employed by HTS 

prior to the Acquisition.  His employment with HTS continued after the Acquisition. 

4. HTS’s business is focused on license plate recognition technology. We sell our 

products throughout the United States and install them at locations such as airports, shopping 

centers, and parking facilities.   

5. In about October 2018, OmniQ acquired HTS and HTS IP. 

6.  Prior to the Acquisition, HTS out-sourced its human resources (“HR”) functions to 

TriNet HR III-A, Inc. (“TriNet”), a licensed professional employer organization. Among other 

things, TriNet processed HTS’s payroll and benefit programs. 

7. HTS Employees were required to access TriNet’s web portal to review their payroll 

information and enroll in benefit programs. I am informed and believe that TriNet maintained 

custody of the documents HTS’s employees signed through its portal. 

8. Based on business records maintained by HTS in the ordinary course of its business, 

and Plaintiff’s deposition testimony in another action between the parties herein, I am informed and 

believe that Plaintiff used TriNet’s web portal to enroll in its benefit plan and he received his 

employee benefits through TriNet.  

9. In 2018, after the Acquisition and long before this action was filed, HTS transitioned 

responsibility for its employee benefits from TriNet to one or more other providers. 

10. In December 2021, Plaintiff served discovery on HTS that sought information about 

his employee benefits plan during the time that TriNet was administering his benefits.   

11. Because HTS had transitioned responsibility for its employee benefits away from 
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TriNet in 2018, HTS no longer had access to TriNet’s personnel documents in January 2022, when 

its discovery responses were due. I am informed and believe that our counsel asked TriNet to 

provide Plaintiff’s personnel documents but TriNet refused to produce them without a subpoena.  

12. HTS’s counsel served a subpoena on TriNet to obtain Plaintiff’s personnel documents 

to respond to his discovery requests. I am informed and believe that TriNet complied with the 

subpoena and produced Plaintiff’s personnel documents on April 18, 2022.   

13. Among the documents that TriNet produced was an arbitration agreement that 

Plaintiff had signed, which I am informed and believe covers his claims in this action.  I had no 

knowledge that an arbitration agreement existed between Plaintiff and HTS prior to the Acquisition, 

and first learned about it when our attorneys discovered it among the documents produced by TriNet.  

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California and the United 

States that the foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed on July ____, 2022 

 

 ____________________________ 

 Shai Lustgarten
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PROOF OF SERVICE  

 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California; I am over the age of 18 years 
and not a party to this action.  My business address is 601 W. Fifth Street, Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 
90071.  

 
On July 25, 2022, I served the following document(s) described as: 

 
DECLARATION OF SHAI LUSTGARTEN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL 

ARBITRATION   
 

on the persons below as follows: 
 

Levi Y. Silver, Esq. 
Solomon Ward Seidenwurm & Smith, LLP 
401 B Street, Suite 1200 
San Diego, California 92101 
Telephone: (619) 231-0303 
Facsimile: (619) 231-4755 
Email: lsilver@swsslaw.com  
wdoolittle@swsslaw.com 
 
 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Jeremy James McMichael Barker 

Marc Mandelblatt  
Law Offices of Marc Mandelblatt  
600 West Broadway, 7th Floor  
San Diego, CA 92101  
Ph: (619) 233-5659  
Email: mm@marc-mandel.com  
 
 

Attorneys for Defendants 
HTS (USA), Inc., Omniq Corp., HTS 
Image Processing and Shai 
Lustgarten  
 

 
 
 BY ELECTRONIC SERVICE: Complying with Code of Civil Procedure § 1010.6, I caused 

such document(s) to be electronically served on the party identified and no error was received 
when transmitted.   

 

 (State)   I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that 
the above is true and correct. 

 
Executed on July 25, 2022, at Los Angeles, California. 

 
 
  ________________________________ 
  Shannon Hill 
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EXHIBIT 2 
One of many heartbreaking letters to the Judge in the Celsius Network 

Chapter 11, specifically naming Yaron Shalem and the Israeli "Crime Ring" 
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7-22-2022

In regards to:

Case Name Celsius Network LLC, et al.

Case No. 22-10964

In regards to the filing of Chapter 11 bankruptcy by Celsius Network LLC, I’d like to make clear that I 

am one of thousands of defrauded individual investors.

My mother died from Multiple Myeloma (blood cancer) in 2018 and I was a beneficiary of her Trust. I 

used most of that inherited money to buy bitcoin and a few altcoins in 2019. After seeing Celsius 

advertised on Youtube channels and after reading  about Mashinsky, I decided to move my crypto into

a Celsius Earn account so I could earn interest on my crypto.  It was a modest amount of interest.  

About $25 per week in interest payments but I trusted this was the right move.  I’m 56 years old.  Alex

Mashinsky has bankrupted my retirement.

Soon after Celsius locked up all investor’s crypto and refused to allow access to it, I found some 

people on Youtube that knew the truth about Mashinsky. (what I had read on Wikipedia turns out to be

false)

I’ve come to find out that Mashinsky has lied about everything in his life. He said he invented VOIP. 

This is not true. He sold VOIP switches. He invented nothing.  He also said that he previously raised 

a billion dollars. He did not.  He once had a company valued at 1 billion (based on the stock 

valuation). He never raised a billion dollars in his life. 

In addition to the pathological lying, Mashinsky also was using customer funds to pump up the price 

of the CEL token.  After pumping the price as high as he could Mashinksy, sold $45 million of his 

personal CEL holdings. He was literally stealing our crypto and using it to buy CEL token and then 

selling CEL token and using that profit for a myriad of things. He even issued more CEL token and 

convinced employees to take some of it in lieu of an actual USD paycheck. He used some of that 

profit to pay interest rates,  some for his own personal stash, and some for the lavish salaries of the 

management staff.

It gets worse. Mashinsky instructed his Human Resources department manager, Nikki Goodstein, to 

NOT run a background check on a known financial criminal from Israel, Yaron Shalem, a personal 

friend of Mashinsky’s. In November of 2021 Shalem was arrested for money laundering at his 

previous company, Singulariteam (a venture capital “investment” fund and place for investors to 

commit tax fraud).

22-10964-mg    Doc 212    Filed 07/22/22    Entered 07/26/22 14:22:15    Main Document 
Pg 1 of 2
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So Mashinsky made it easy for a known financial criminal to get the CFO job at Celsius Network LLC.

This means that Mashinsky planned to allow Shalem to launder the cash on the Celsius 

balance sheet. This is why Mashinsky was very vague when asked about Celsius cash reserves. That 

cash was actually generated by Celsius stealing investor’s crypto and trading it in risky alt coins and 

investing in “stable coins” that were not backed by the USD.  (the “stable coins” that celsius invested 

in, were not backed by anything but a simple computer algorithm, and predictably, completely 

collapsed (to know this was predictable, all you have to do is lookup “Do Kwon stablecoin scams” and

see that Do Kwon has a history of imploding stablecoins)

The plan for reorganization is another slap in the face. I see one of the first things the attorneys made

happen was:  Funding  the bloated salaries of the Celsius Network management team. Paying people

that are too stupid to understand the basics of crypto security, is the ultimate insult.

Celsius has an idea that it can make enough profit from mining in Texas, to pay back investors.  

Mining is capital intensive. The profit from selling mined bitcoin will go to mining expenses and salary 

expenses, with little left over to pay back hundreds of millions in lost investor crypto. All setup in the 

state of Texas, which has a third world electrical grid which shuts down during times of high heat, and 

shuts down during times of cold weather.   The incompetence of these decision makers at Celsius is 

astounding.

I could go on for several more pages about how we investors were lied to, misled, tricked and 

defrauded, and how Mashinsky and his friends looted the investor’s crypto, took insanely risky bets 

with our crypto, and tried to launder money through an Israeli crime ring but I have exhausted my 

desire to live. My passing is 100% the fault of Alex Mashinsky.  Mashinsky  and his crime ring have 

stolen over $60,000 from me.  

The following are my frozen holdings in Celsius Network:

Bitcoin:  quantity: 2.600

MANA:  quantity: 4194.60

Chainlink: quantity: 101.59

Sushi: quantity: 118.17

Mark  

Escondido, CA 

22-10964-mg    Doc 212    Filed 07/22/22    Entered 07/26/22 14:22:15    Main Document 
Pg 2 of 2
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EXHIBIT 3 
The Celsius Network Story specifically naming

Yaron Shalem, the arrested CFO 
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After a three-month court battle by The Times of Israel, together with Britain’s The Financial Times, and separately,
the Haaretz newspaper, an Israeli judge has lifted a gag order on two more of ten suspects arrested on November 18 as
part of an alleged crypto scam that defrauded victims worldwide of colossal sums of money. Their names are Yaron
Shalem and Ido Sadeh Man.

Neither responded to a request for comment from The Times of Israel. Shalem was a vice president at the venture
capital �rm Singulariteam, and until recently the CFO of Celsius Network, a multibillion-dollar cryptocurrency lending
platform. Sadeh Man is the founder of the Saga cryptocurrency company.

Lawyers for Shalem told the Financial Times he “acted in accordance with the law and strongly and utterly rejects any
attempt to associate him with any act of fraud.” They added: “Our client is certain that at the end of the investigation,
it will be found that he had committed no wrongdoing.”

TOI INVESTIGATES / GAG ORDERS LIFTED AFTER SUIT BY TOI AND OTHERS

Another 2 leading Israeli blockchain
pioneers named as suspects in vast
crypto scam
Yaron Shalem, ex-Singulariteam VP and former CFO of Celsius, and Saga founder Ido Sadeh Man among 10 suspects
nabbed for aggravated fraud, money laundering, embezzlement

By SIMONA WEINGLASS 

1 March 2022, 12:29 pm

Yaron Shalem, former vice president at the venture capital �rm Singulariteam, and ex-CFO of Celsius Network (Linkedin)
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Celsius Network has stressed that Shalem’s alleged offenses are unrelated to his period with the �rm; it said he was
suspended when Celsius learned that he was being investigated and is no longer employed by the �rm.

The two men, whose names were barred by the courts from publication prior to Tuesday, are suspected along with the
other eight of “carrying out investor fraud through a number of cryptocurrency enterprises” and pocketing tens of
millions of shekels. The charges facing the ten include fraud, aggravated fraud, embezzlement, conspiracy to commit a
crime, money laundering and tax violations.

Get The Times of Israel's Daily Edition
by email and never miss our top stories

The arrest of the 10 suspects on November 18, in a case that has been dubbed “The Big Game” by police investigators,
was an unprecedented event as Israeli police have only rarely investigated large-scale digital fraud cases. Only two of
the names were made public on the day of the arrest — those of Beitar Jerusalem owner Moshe Hogeg and former
Singulariteam CEO Adi Sheleg — while the name of a third suspect, Avishai Ziv, was made public on February 10.

But after a three-month court battle, invoking the Open Court Principle that is a foundational Israeli law, judges in the
case agreed to lift the gag order on Shalem and Sadeh Man. Five names still remain under gag order. (The Times of
Israel is represented in the ongoing court battle by Attorney Amir Kedari, of Tal, Kadari, Shamir & Co.)

The ten arrested men are among the most well-known, and in some cases internationally lauded, Israeli pioneers of
distributed ledger technology, more commonly known as blockchain technology. Hobnobbing with the global rich and
famous, some have run companies whose dollar valuations run in the 8, 9 or 10 �gures, and been consulted by leading
international regulators and government ministers.

Moshe Hogeg (left) and Ido Sadeh Man in 2015 (Facebook screenshot)

Their arrests are unparalleled in terms of the sums they are alleged to have stolen and the fact that their alleged
crimes were internet-based and largely targeted investors abroad. Over the past 15 years, Israel has become a hub of
investment fraud against overseas victims, targeting both sophisticated and mom-and-pop investors through forex,
binary options and crypto fraud, with most of these alleged crimes going uninvestigated and unprosecuted.

According to their arrest warrants, all ten of the men are suspected of raising vast sums of money for a series of
unnamed cryptocurrency ventures during an unspeci�ed time period. Instead of using the money to develop a
product, the arrest warrants allege, they used it for their personal expenses or their own private business ventures.

“Investors were presented with an orderly plan for investing money and developing the ventures, including false
advertising of purported investments by public opinion shapers,” police alleged in several of the arrest warrants. “In

Your email GET IT

By signing up, you agree to the terms
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Yaron Shalem (Linkedin)

this way, investors were persuaded to put millions of dollars into those ventures. In
reality, their money was thrown away, as it was not invested in accordance with the
plan that was presented, but was stolen and transferred to the pockets of the suspects,
who used this money for their personal use or their personal business.”

Hogeg and the other nine “Big Game” suspects are alleged to have worked together to
solicit hundreds of millions of dollars in investments from the public over the internet
and through other means.

Most of the suspects are linked to Hogeg, 40, the famously �amboyant owner of the
Beitar Jerusalem soccer team, who is also suspected of sex traf�cking and statutory
rape. The other men are suspected of �nancial crimes but not sexual offenses.

A law enforcement source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, told The Times of
Israel that internet fraud is increasingly becoming a top source of money for criminals
but that it has taken police in Israel and around the world a while to catch on.

“It’s not like a bank robbery, where you have a robber, a gun and eyewitnesses. This is a type of crime where there’s no
physical evidence; it takes place in the ether,” the source said.

From Singulariteam to Celsius

The suspect who has aroused the most intense interest worldwide is Yaron Shalem, whose name was leaked online in
the days following his arrest.

Until March 2018, Shalem was a vice president at the venture capital �rm Singulariteam, where Hogeg was the
chairman and managing partner.

Shalem was until recently the CFO of Celsius Network, a cryptocurrency lending platform with of�ces in Israel that
has grown explosively over the last year, and that recently received a $750 million investment led by a major equity
fund and a Canadian pension fund. Celsius Network has said he was suspended when it learned he was being probed;
he is no longer employed by the �rm.

Nate Anderson
@ClarityToast · Follow

I tuned into the twitter spaces Celsius Network AMA and 
asked if their CFO Yarom Shalem was recently arrested in 
Israel as part of the Moshe Hogeg fraud case without the 
company disclosing it.

Not exactly an ideal answer

Watch on Twitter

6:11 PM · Nov 23, 2021

221 Reply Share
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221 Reply Share

Read 19 replies

On November 24, short-seller Nate Anderson asked a representative of Celsius Network whether the company’s CFO
had been arrested, but did not receive a conclusive answer.

On November 26, Celsius Network announced in a tweet that one of its employees was under police investigation in
Israel, but did not name the employee.

Celsius
@CelsiusNetwork · Follow

We were recently made aware of a police 
investigation in Israel involving an employee. While 
this is in no way related to the employee’s time or 
work at @CelsiusNetwork, the employee was 
immediately suspended. We have also verified that 
no assets were misplaced or mishandled.
10:03 AM · Nov 26, 2021

Read the full conversation on Twitter

718 Reply Share

Read 95 replies

In a message to The Times of Israel, Anderson said that Shalem’s arrest could further hurt the credibility of Celsius
Network, which has already been accused by several US states of violating securities laws.

“The CFO is arguably the most important position at a company hoping to become an established crypto bank,”
Anderson said.

“Many have already wondered aloud whether Celsius has been operating as a pyramid scheme; to have a CFO face
criminal fraud allegations is a huge blow to its credibility.”

Celsius CEO Alex Mashinsky in an image from the company’s website (Screenshot)

The Saga founder, who ‘provided insight’ for US government

Ido Sadeh Man is the founder of the Saga cryptocurrency company, whose advisory board included such illustrious
�gures as JPMorgan Chase International chairman Jacob Frenkel and Economics Nobel laureate Myron Scholes. Its
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2018 white paper explained that Saga hoped to reform the global monetary system in a way that would provide a fairer
“distribution of risk and reward.” By January 2021 the project had shut down and laid off its remaining employees.

In October 2018, Sadeh Man was invited to a prestigious meeting with US Treasury undersecretary Sigal Mandelker,
who was visiting Israel as part of a Treasury Department delegation. While here, she led a roundtable with Israeli
cryptocurrency entrepreneurs, including Sadeh Man, who “provided insight” into how the United States could
regulate the blockchain industry without sti�ing innovation, several sources with knowledge of the meeting told The
Times of Israel.

Sadeh Man had been handpicked by Israel’s Finance Ministry to attend the meeting as a leading light of Israel’s
cryptocurrency industry.

The former auditor

Avishai Ziv, 40, whose named was released for publication last month, was the CEO of Singulariteam starting in May
2018 as well as the CEO of Alignment Group, an incubator of blockchain companies. An archived version of the
website describes its advisory board as consisting of Hogeg, CoinTree CEO Uriel Peled, and Bancor project architect
Eyal Herzog.

Avishai Ziv in 2018 (Facebook screenshot)

Prior to joining Singulariteam, Ziv had worked at Ernst and Young Israel as a senior auditor specializing in high-tech
companies, according to his online biography.

Adi Sheleg, 47, whose name was permitted for publication along with Hogeg’s on the day of their arrest in November,
was an executive at Singulariteam who left in 2018 after embarking on a romantic relationship with a female co-
worker, his attorney said during his remand hearing. Sheleg is a shareholder in Singulariteam’s second and third
funds.

During his November 18 remand hearing, a police investigator described Sheleg as “a central axis” of the alleged fraud,
“even I would say an initiator of the signi�cant crimes in the case.”

Which companies were involved?

Moshe Hogeg and his colleagues at the Alignment blockchain hub were behind numerous cryptocurrency ventures,
including Sirin Labs, Stx Technologies Limited (Stox), Leadcoin, and PumaPay.

The arrest warrants do not indicate which companies are alleged to have been part of the fraud. However, the
language of the arrest warrants echoes allegations leveled in a May 2021 lawsuit by former employees of
Singulariteam against Sirin Labs, Stx Technologies Limited (Stox) and Leadcoin. The lawsuit is one of several lawsuits
by former investors against Hogeg-led cryptocurrency companies that raised money through initial coin offerings, or
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ICOs. Most were settled out of court. According to court �lings in this case, police froze the bank accounts of
Singulariteam, Sirin Technologies, Webydo and Alignment.

A Twitter screenshot in which boxing champion Floyd Mayweather promoted the Stox ICO.

An initial coin offering is a type of fundraising used by blockchain startups. The investor is presented with a short �lm
about the startup, biographies of its founders, and a “white paper” explaining the technology and business plan in
more detail. If the investor is impressed by the startup, he can buy tokens in its initial coin offering. These tokens
often give him access to the product and if the product is successful, it is hoped, the tokens will rise in value on
secondary exchange.

New sheriff in town?

The case against Hogeg and the other nine is unprecedented in terms of the amount of money alleged to have been
stolen and the number of high-pro�le individuals arrested.

Over the past 15 years, as Israel has become a hub of investment fraud against victims abroad, police and justice
of�cials have been criticized for rarely prosecuting suspects here.

That lack of action was thrown into sharp relief recently by a series of high-pro�le raids on alleged Israeli investment
scammers instigated by German, Austrian and US law enforcement agencies, and carried out in Israel and a number of
European countries. Among those arrested was a former colleague of Hogeg’s at the defunct Mobli social networking
startup, Guy Grinberg, who is suspected of cryptocurrency-related crimes.
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Superintendent Ariel Friedman, the lead investigator in “The Big Game” case, at
Rishon Lezion Magistrate’s Court on December 6, 2021 (Simona Weinglass/Times
of Israel)

Portuguese model Sara Sampaio promoting Sirin Labs Solarin phone (Screenshot)

The US Justice Department recently announced that it was stepping up its enforcement of cryptocurrency-related
crimes and that it has dedicated an entire unit to this mission.

Asked by The Times of Israel at the November 18 remand hearings of Hogeg and his colleagues if the FBI was involved
in the investigation, police superintendent Ariel Friedman, the lead investigator in the case, offered only “no
comment.”

Some observers have claimed that Hogeg’s outsized media
presence made him “low-hanging fruit” for law
enforcement to take long-overdue action.

“Where has the Israeli money-laundering authority
been?” Maya Zehavi, an Israeli cryptocurrency
entrepreneur, said to The Times of Israel by phone after
news of the arrests became public. Zehavi also lamented
what she perceived as the Israeli anti-money laundering
authority’s heavy hand against ordinary crypto traders
while it failed to investigate actual crimes.

“Instead of punishing mom and pop investors who want to
deposit crypto in Israeli banks, why don’t they go after the
people who actually stole ICO money?”

An Israeli expert on organized crime, who spoke to The Times of Israel on background, speculated that the arrests may
be a product of Israel’s new government. Israel’s public security minister since June, Omer Barlev (Labor), has
repeatedly vowed to strengthen law enforcement and the rule of law, including against organized crime and money
laundering.
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Public Security Minister Omer Barlev attends a ceremony at the National Headquarters of the Israel Police in Jerusalem, on September 5, 2021. (Olivier Fitoussi/Flash90)

Both Barlev and his deputy minister Yoav Segalovitz declined to comment on the matter when approached by The
Times of Israel.

Former employees of cryptocurrency companies launched by Hogeg described their of�ces as sleek and expensive — a
mezuzah outside Hogeg’s of�ce was rumored to have cost tens of thousands of shekels, according to one former
employee of a cryptocurrency company owned by Singulariteam. Hogeg and his wife owned a Ferrari, two Mercedes
cars and a Bentley.

Female employees, including those in senior roles, felt pressure from management to look young and attractive, the
former employee told The Times of Israel. Sex-themed jokes or comments about women’s appearance were
commonplace, the employee said, although she did not personally witness any graver sexual crimes.

On December 3, a court lifted the gag order on Hogeg’s alleged sexual crimes. He is suspected of sex traf�cking,
carrying out indecent acts, sexual harassment, operating a location for the purpose of prostitution, invasion of privacy
and bringing an individual into prostitution. He is also suspected of supplying drugs and alcohol to underage girls.

The other suspects in the “Big Game” case are not suspected of sexual crimes.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION 

 
QUEST SOLUTION, INC.; HTS IMAGE 
PROCESSING, INC.; HTS (USA), INC., 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 

v. 
 
REDLPR, LLC; SAGY AMIT; JEREMY 
JAMES MC MICHAEL BARKER;  
 

Defendants. 
 

 Case No. 2:19-cv-00437-PMW 
 
PRO SE DEFENDANT AMIT MOTION 
TO UNSEAL DOCKET AND MOTION TO 
PIERCE THE CORPORATE VEIL 
 
District Judge Clark Waddoups 
 
Magistrate Judge Dustin B. Pead 
 

 
  

Pro se Defendant Sagy Amit respectfully submits this Two-part Motion: 

1- A (second) motion to unseal the full docket [See ECF 151 – Motion to Unseal] 

2- A motion to pierce plaintiff corporate veil (Now OMNIQ – See ECF 151, Footnote 1)  

For the reasons stated herein defendants argue that plaintiff corporate veil promotes fraud, and it is in the 

best interest of this Court, the San Diego supreme Court and the Public to be pierced and unveiled. 

 

 “Any attempted fraud upon a court is a contempt, and may be punished as such. "The due 

administration of justice requires that statements to the court by attorneys and its other officers shall be 

such that the court may rely upon their truthfulness with absolute confidence."” Barber v. Company, 80 

N.H. 507, 512 (N.H. 1923) 
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Prologue 

In my legal research I came across Judge Richard Posner of the 7th circuit. Judge Posner is considered 

the most cited Judge in U.S. History. Reading his book “Reflections on Judging” I was pleasantly 

surprised to learn that Judge Posner held Judge Harvey Wilkinson (4th circuit) in highest regard and in 

fact cited him more than any other judge with the exception of Judge Selya (1st circuit). I quoted Judge 

Wilkinson in my closing statement during our April 21st hearing. In September 2017 Judge Posner 

decided to retire. In an interview he was quoted “…[He] decided to retire because of conflicts with his 

colleagues over the treatment of pro se litigants”. Shortly after retiring, Judge Posner established the 

http://www.justice-for-pro-ses.org/. Tragically a few months later the judge was diagnosed with 

Alzheimer’s Disease and the center was abandoned citing “more demand than they could handle”.  

While this court has been nothing but cordial with me as a Pro Se Defendant, it is noteworthy 

that none of my motions were granted as of this writing despite an abundance of evidence and sufficient 

legal arguments. Moreover, in their 85-page response to this court’s OSC, plaintiff dismissively refer to 

me as “Pro Se Defendant” with the obvious aim to belittle my ability to logically argue my defense, take 

a deposition or cite legal cases. I thereby remind this court - I DID NOT CHOOSE THIS POSITION. I 

was forced into it. Both defendants, myself, and Barker as well as our colleagues at HTS USA would 

have preferred to continue working with our friends/customers and vendors and continue to grow HTS. 

It was only the greed and Bad Faith of the new owners that forced us to resign.  

We would have elected to peacefully end the employment and evidently, attempted to do so. If 

only Teamtronics, Quest, OMNIQ would have paid us what we were legally owed, there would have 

been no need for these 4 years of legal battles. But as the evidence in the docket show, these individuals 

who took over HTS are vindictive, fraudulent, and greedy. It is time for this court to finalize this and 
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make defendants whole. The only way this can happen is by holding the individuals, Lustgarten and 

Nissenson accountable for their action and conspiracy to defraud. 

 

Introduction 

Moore's Federal Practice and Procedure ¶ 60.33. Cases dealing with fraud on the court often turn on 

whether the improper actions are those of parties alone, or if the attorneys in the case are involved. As 

an officer of the court, every attorney has a duty to be completely honest in conducting 

litigation. Professor Moore emphasizes this element of fraud in his treatise: 

[W]hile an attorney should represent his client with singular loyalty, that loyalty obviously does not 

demand that he act dishonestly or fraudulently; on the contrary his loyalty to the court, as an officer 

thereof, demands integrity and honest dealing with the court. And when he departs from that 

standard in the conduct of a case he perpetrates fraud upon a court. 

Demjanjuk v. Petrovsky, 10 F.3d 338, 352 (6th Cir. 1993) (Emphasis Added) 

 

In “Reflections on Judging” Judge Posner identifies the increased complexity of modern life as the main 

obstacle to the role of the federal judge in equity. Intrinsic complexity is the system inherent bureaucracy 

and formalistic nature. Extrinsic complexity is the constant evolution of technology, and other aspects of 

life.  

Plaintiff in this action, as other unethical corporations are doing undoubtedly, is actually utilizing 

“Intentional Complexity” to make the Courts job complex (See Amit Declaration). As the abundance of 

evidence already in the record proves, Lustgarten and Nissenson created a web of complexity to hide 

themselves behind constantly changing names, corporate entities, and a stream of sham litigations. Like a 
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magician their right hand is creating shell corporations, embezzling, and pillaging from competitors while 

their right hand is filing lawsuits. 

 

In January I filed a motion to unseal the docket citing public fraud by plaintiff. In the past few months two 

events unfolded which I predicted in my motion for rule 11: 

1- In Barker v. OMNIQ in San Diego (See Amit Declaration Ex. 1), Plaintiff filed a motion to compel 

arbitration. Ironically, that motion attempts to rewrite history with a narrative that is paradoxical 

both to this docket and to Amit v. HTS. It is quite Ironic considering Mr. Reinitz attempts to find 

inconsistency in defendants statements. That motion to compel is another clear case of Fraud on 

the Court as it was filed by Marc Mandelblatt who knows full well the history of events over the 

past 5 years! 

2- A cryptocurrency giant Celsius Network filed for a chapter 11 in June, creating a ripple effect all 

over the world, letters to the judge (See Exhibit 2 “Letter to Judge” naming Yaron Shalem) that 

reveal thousands of people who have lost all their life’s savings, and a call for federal investigation. 

Interestingly, in my motion for Rule 11 sanctions, I predicted the exact thing and made a 

connection with plaintiff in this case. As it turns out, letters to the judge and other media coverage 

cite Yaron Shalem who was the CFO of Celsius Network. Yaron Shalem is OMNIQ/Quest 

“Chairperson of the Audit Committee” responsible for “Compliance with the Company’s ethics 

policies…” . Shalem was arrested in November last year for fraud and money laundering (See 

Amit Dec. Ex. 3). Plaintiff OMNIQ/Quest recently updated their website to remove his face from 

the list of directors. He still holds that position! 
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In short, I urge this court again, in the interest of the greater public good to unseal the docket. The 

following are legal arguments for piercing the corporate veil of the unending number of entities created 

by “Lustgarten” and “Nissenson Family”, and their use of these entities as their Alter Ego. 

 

Standard of Review 

A court may disregard a corporate entity under the alter ego doctrine if: (1) a unity of interest and 

ownership exists such that the separate personalities of the entities no longer survive; “and (2) the 

observance of the corporate form would sanction a fraud, promote injustice, or an inequitable result 

would follow.” Lowry, 2012 UT 39, ¶ 14 (quoting Thrift & Loan Co., 596 P.2d 1028, 1030 (Utah 

1979)). In determining whether the alter ego doctrine applies, Utah courts consider the following non-

exclusive factors: 

 

(1) undercapitalization of a one-man corporation; (2) failure to observe corporate formalities; (3) 

nonpayment of dividends; (4) siphoning of corporate funds by the dominant stockholder; (5) 

nonfunctioning of other officers or directors; (6) absence of corporate records; (7) the use of the 

corporation as a façade for operations of the dominant stockholder or stockholders; and (8) the 

use of the corporate entity in promoting injustice or fraud. 

Id. At ¶¶ 16, 21 (quoting Colman v. Colman, 743 P.2d 782, 786 (Utah Ct. App. 1987)) 

Subsequent to our opinion in Norman, the Utah Court of Appeals articulated a set of eight factors to be 

considered in determining whether a court should pierce the corporate veil. See Colman, 743 P.2d at 

786. We clarify that the first seven Colman factors are relevant to the formalities element of 

the Norman test, while the eighth factor merely reiterates the fairness element of the Norman test. The 

eighth Colman factor analyzes “the use of the corporate entity in promoting injustice or 
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fraud.” Colman,743 P.2d at 786. This factor is essentially identical to the fairness element of 

the Norman test, which evaluates whether “the observance of the corporate form would sanction a fraud, 

promote injustice, or an inequitable result would follow.” 596 P.2d at 1030. Therefore, the 

eighth Colman factor appears superfluous. Indeed, there are no established factors to be considered in 

evaluating the fairness element because it is simply an appeal to the conscience of the court and the 

court’s equitable powers. 

Jones & Trevor Mktg., Inc. v. Lowry, 284 P.3d 630, 637 (Utah 2012) 

 

Related Legal Arguments 

 

The docket in this action, Amit’s declaration in this motion, and the inconsistencies of pleading between 

the courts in the past 4 years are conclusive to meet the requirements of the 8th Colman factor: “the 

observance of the corporate form would sanction a fraud, promote injustice, or an inequitable result 

would follow.”  Therefore I will argue the other 7 factors below. 

1- Undercapitalization of a one man corporation: 

It is quite clear from plaintiff SEC filings that OMQS is an autocracy in which “Lustgarten” gets all the 

votes. This was discussed in his deposition as well, citing all their settlement agreements with creditors 

in which they concede all the votes granted by shares to the CEO, Lustgarten. (Lustgarten Dep. Page 

71). Quest/OMNIQ is undercapitalized to the extreme. According to their latest annual report they have: 

A. Accumulated deficit of $76 million as of June 30, 2022 

B. Multiple years of losses from operations 

C. Multiple years of negative cash flow from operations 

D. Their Market Cap as of this writing is $45.7 million. Almost half the deficit! 
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Also, in their latest 10-Q report, they fail to disclose this litigation, as well as their latest litigation 

against Amit in San Diego (See note 10 Litigation). It is also obvious from all their press releases that 

Quest/OMNIQ is a one man Autocracy. Lustgarten is the only person who is ever quoted in their press-

releases, except for one or two out of hundreds. They release a PR on a weekly basis. 

2- Failure to observe corporate formalities – The evidence in the docket is conclusive, plaintiff 

change their name and use multiple entities as one. Quest Marketing is for the “operations” (See 

Amit declaration citing Lustgarten deposition), Teamtronics shell is the one with employment 

contracts (See id, Hofman dep, Hofman Dec.), OMNIQ Technology recently acquired another 

company in Israel. (Lustgarten Deposition page 30), and many more. Lustgarten does not attend 

the corporate shareholders meetings (Lustgarten dep page 70) and all the other directors live in 

Israel and Cyprus including the CFO – Neev Nissenson 

3- Nonpayment of dividends – OMQS does not pay dividends to shareholders. The gift themselves 

handsomely with shares, but the public investors do not get anything. Also noteworthy is that 

Carlos Nissenson who owns more than 10% also treats himself to consulting fees of $30K 

monthly. Their public is noticing!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4- Siphoning of corporate funds by the dominant stockholders – This one was discussed extensively 

in Lustgarten Deposition (See Amit Dec.). Both dominant stockholders, Lustgarten and Nissenson 
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have been siphoning their equity into offshore money-laundering accounts in Cyprus. Lustgarten 

face during his depsotion, when asked about Walefar and Campbeltown tells the whole story. 

In addition, they both siphoned the proceeds of the acquisition of HTS to their pockets and as 

mentioned above Carlos “Haim” Nissenson siphons company’s fund in the guise of $30K 

consulting fees. 

5- Nonfunctioning of other officers or directors – Plaintiff directors are all past friends of Lustgarten 

and Nissenson (See Amit Dec.) and they all live in Israel except for Andrew MacMillan who is 

the NASDAQ insider who helped uplist the company. MacMillan worked with “Nissenson” in 

past companies as director as well. (Exhibits in Motion for rule 11). Two of their directors were 

arrested for fraud and money laundering in Israel (See Amit Dec.) 

6- Absence of corporate records – The absence of corporate records is evident in the docket. Plaintiff 

has not been able to produce a single NDA or an employment agreement that is consistent with 

their current name OMNIQ. They change names to avoid liability and the records go along with 

the change. They seal court documents to add to the intentional complexity of their corporate 

forms. 

7- The use of the corporation as a façade for operations of the dominant stockholders – This factor is 

obvious! Lustgarten and Nissenson are using d/b/a’s and change their own name spelling in 

between corporate entities. Amit declaration makes it abundantly clear that the corporate structure 

is confusing even to their own employees. Nissesnon has been using the corporate structure to file 

lawsuits all across the globe (Motion for rule 11 exhibits) and to file the lawsuit against Amit in 

San Diego for daring to subpoena him for deposition. 

8- the use of the corporate entity in promoting injustice or fraud – This one is a no-brainer! This 

whole litigation, the litigations in San Diego and Kemper v. Micronet in Utah (See Amit Dec.) are 
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just recent example of the clear and evident Abuse of Process, Injustice and the inducement of 

fraud.  

Allowing Lustgarten and Nissenson to continue to hide behind their corporate veil will surely give 

them a free pass to continue this enterprise of fraud to which the Nissenson Family has come to be 

so accustomed and comfortable with. Over the past 3 years Amit filed 4 Whistle-Blower reports 

with the SEC. The latest one in April, was to alert the authorities of the looming danger in Celsius 

Network and the risk to their millions of investors. To no avail. It seems as if the federal Justice 

System was created to protect the corporation, not the People of the United States. It is 

heartbreaking to read the letter to the court in the Celsius Network Chapter 11! Some people have 

lost their whole life savings! This could have been avoided!  

WJP Rule of Law Index ranks the U.S. in 2021 122/139 and 126/139 for access and affordability, 

and lack of discrimination respectively.   

 

 Foreign entities will continue to abuse the Civil Justice System in the U.S. for as long as they are 

allowed. Barker and Amit, would not have been able to expose this to this court if they had families, and 

kids to support. Both defendants gave up their relationships and normal life, in order to fight back. Normal 

everyday people don’t have that luxury… 
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For the above reasons and the evidence I share in my declaration I respectfully move this court to 

order the unsealing of all documents in this action. I also respectfully move this court to Pierce Plaintiff 

Corporate Veil and expose the individuals and hold them accountable to their action under the guise of 

multiple shell corporations. This is the only manner in which this court will enforce the law and prevent 

Lustgarten and Nissenson from further defrauding the courts and the public. 

 

October 17th, 2022 

       Respectfully Submitted, 

       Sagy Amit   
       Pro se Defendant 
       164 J Street 
       Chula Vista, CA 91910 
       917-6676616 
       Sagy@redlpr.com 
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